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“Some of the works haven’t shown up 
yet as they’re stuck on a lorry at cus-
toms,” Luis Ángel Parra, director of 

bogotá’s galería Sextante and a veteran 
at the Fia explained, raising his eyebrows. 
but despite such logistical setbacks, Cara-
cas’ yearly art fair is a good route for Co-
lombian galleries into the healthy Venezu-
elan art market awash with petrodollars. 
This year, seven Colombian galleries – en-
trearte, el Museo, Casas riegner, La Co-
meta, Luis Pérez and Sextante - participat-
ed in the Fia during its five day run. 

although many of the works by Co-
lombian artists on sale at the fair speak 
an international language, at galería Sex-
tante’s stand Hugo Zapata’s stone sculp-
tures (made exclusively with local materi-
als) literally materialise the neighbouring 
country’s presence in Caracas’ concrete 
jungle. “i feel a real connection with my 
country and although i’ve travelled and 
worked in other places, it’s Colombia 
i’m really interested in. all my stones are 
from there,” Zapata told me in a pre-open-
ing interview.  

The sculptor engages with two very 
distinct but interlinked temporal plains. 
His primary materials are mined from 
deep recesses of the earth never seen by 
man and while their formation predates 
human life by millions of years, the sculp-
tor is aware of the need to create a lan-
guage that communicates through touch 

and sight how this material co-exists with 
human life now.  

“We have to understand that man 
learns from nature, that the models al-
ready existed,” the artist points out, as we 
stand over his “Vasija” (a bowl carved of 
a rich, chocolate-coloured stone similar 
to marble). “if you look at a bowl, for ex-
ample, then you can see how its design ap-
pears in ancient history, but that is not its 
origin. if you open your eyes you can see 
that it is nature that produced this form 
as drops of water gradually eroded away 
certain parts of the rock.” 

Many of Hugo Zapata’s public art 
sculptures are on permanent display 
around Colombia’s cities and the sculp-
tor recognises that producing such pieces 
is a very different process to sculpting a 
work for a domestic space. “When i make 
public art, i have to do it for everyone. it’s 
not the same to produce a sculpture for a 
friend, or for my family. Public art has to 
be collective and has to emerge from the 
place and the geography of where it will 
be erected. each work is born of a par-
ticular location.” even though in this en-
deavour Zapata engages with his creative 
process on a more general, civic level, he 
is clear that his fundamental relationship 
with the material itself, his “communion 
with the stone” never changes. “i could 
be working with 200 metres of stone but 
the spirit of the material has to be there 
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Colombian sculptor Hugo Zapata poses one of his works during the FIA in Caracas

from the beginning,” he explains. “i have 
to feel it.”

Two of Zapata’s public pieces illustrate 
this dialogue between artifice and nature 

moves along the motorway (and, we must 
understand, the implicit speed of modern 
life) means that the picture that appears 
through the frame is inescapably dynamic, 
developing like a flip-book metaphor of 
the advances in visual technologies that 
modernity made possible.

On bogotá’s avenida el Dorado at 
the junction with Calle 22, “Longos”, a 
100-metre long set of smooth triangles 
of highly polished rocks, nestles quietly 
on the grass and initiates a conversation 
with the mountains in the background. 
This interplay between natural materials 
what are turned by man into more refined 
geometric forms and thus implanted onto 
natural landscapes again seeks to lead the 
viewer toward recognising that time im-
memorial produced the tools for modern 
cultural forms to emerge. in Zapata’s case, 
this duality of nature and culture does not 
wrap itself up in any retrograde nostalgia. 
instead, his works pay homage as much 
to pre-human natural forms as to man’s 
possibility to “commune” with nature to 
express himself through cultural forms. 
not in vain does the artist call his stones 
instruments, then. “When i see a rock i 
see music inside it, so when i sculpt it i’m 
making a cello. i choose the notes and 
make it sing,” he says. “it’s a case of finding 
harmony between the artifice of the city 
and the nature that surrounds it.” 

Among the �000 

square metres of 

stands, the countless 

paintings, sculptures 

and photos that make 

up Caracas’ Ibero-

American Art Fair (FIA) 

that opened at the 

end of June were some 

slightly disgruntled Co-

lombians. 
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perfectly. “Pórticos” at Medellín´s  airport 
is a group of huge, colourful metal frames 
placed at different points on the motorway 
that approaches the travel hub. as the eye 
moves over their form the frames recall 
Mondrian’s geometric abstraction in their 
stark primary colours and sharp angles, 
but when the natural landscape fills the 
frame the viewer is obliged to recognise 
a different space, one that predates man, 
his motorways and jet-fuelled travels. but 
any stable relationship of content is im-
possible as the speed at which the viewer 


